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PediaSlumber is the doctor recommended number one brand of baby sleep cds with sounds to soothe

baby and the whole family. 7 MP3 Songs in this album (71:42) ! Related styles: KIDS/FAMILY: Lullabies,

NEW AGE: Relaxation Details: The PediaSlumber Signature Collection The real world is a shock for

infants resulting in fussing, crying, and worse which can ruin the magic of your babies first months and

maybe even put you on the edge of a nervous breakdown. Your baby misses the womb. Baby's nervous

system will automatically react to stimulus which recreates the experience of being in the womb. Your

baby craves sounds which imitate the womb. The whoosh sound made by the blood flowing around th

woomb. Many sounds in our environment imitate this sound including rain, washing machines, and white

noise. Track 1: Gentle Clothes Dryer The gentle sound of a clothes dry softly rotating and fluffing fresh

clean towels. The sound of a clothes dryer is legend for slowly helping baby to find a way to sleepy

town.The cyclical hum of the dryer as been slowed and all hard pitches have been smoothed in this

PediaSlumber original. Track 2: Soothing Vacuum A sound which adults would not count on their list of

soothing sounds seems to baby like the mother's womb. The PediaSlumber vacuum does not wine but

whooshes and hums. Baby's eyes close and family can relax, reducing the volume of the sound. If baby

stirs, the volume is increased until peace is restored. Track 3: Sleepy Car Ride For years parents have

learned that once baby is riding in the car, baby drifts to sleep on the ride. A recording of the vibrations in

the car work in the same way. Baby drifts to sleep soothed by the audio vibrations of a gentle ride in the

car. Track 4: Steady Storm Thunder rolls in the distance and rain falls producing soothing white noise.

The hash ambient sounds of dishes clanking and doors slamming are masked by the natural peace of

steady thunder storm. Baby's eyes will fill with wonder as the house quiets and the family comes to

peace. Track 5: White Noise just for Baby The PediaSlumber signature blend of medium and low pitches

white noises composed from sources in nature. Starting at a medium volume, baby takes notice and

begins to yawn. As the volume is slowly decreased the waves of white noise carry baby into a deep

sleep. The volume raises and lowers to ensure that stirring baby is quickly back asleep. Track 6: Inside
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the Womb Pediatricians agree that the key to babies comfort is producing the comfort of the womb for a

baby who is new to the world and more comfortable in the womb. Mothers heart beat bring baby back into

into the safety and security of the womb. A soft undercurrent of the special PediaSlumber white noise

bland ads to this special compilation. Track 7: White Noise for the Whole Family Soft classical music

overlayed on a bed of the PediaSlumber signature blend of medium and low pitches white noises

composed from sources in nature. The whole family will appreciate the soft tones and deliciously relaxing

melodies as baby slumbers deeply. Searches:mp3 baby mother heart sleep
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